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FEDERATION OF WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS 



SHORT RUN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

MONEY multiplied by VELOCITY

is driven by the flow of spending

NOMINAL GDP
95% manufactured 

by commercial 
banks

Determined by interest rates, the media, 
the weather, house prices but above all 

CONFIDENCE

Banks manufacture money when they 
make a loan(bank credit)and can  destroy 
money when a loan is paid down.

X =



Today’s Money Supply determines Nominal GDP within two years



FEEDBACK LOOPS

The economy is driven by positive feedback all the time:

A small change becomes magnified by the systemic response

There is no such thing as a stable economy

The media is a major cause of instability



Feedback	loops	between	mortgage	credit	and	house	prices							can	
amplify	to	create	a	severe	downturn

shock

no deal exit 
sterling collapses

house price
falls

wealth falls fear and 
increased savings

retail sales 
collapse

banks reduce mortgage
lending so money supply

slows 

fire sales

such as

The Bank of England model has this loop within it 
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The UK pipeReal
Money in

CPI 1.9%  M4 2.8%

Real GDP +0.9 
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The UK Economy pipe
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There is never a consistent fit between money supply 
and GDP because velocity moves all the time

Velocity is driven by emotion which is in turn driven by the media



The main indicators of velocity 

The first is the Purchasing Managers Index

The PMI looks ahead one to two months

The second is retail sales which are coincident with GDP





UK All Sector PMI



Construction having a hard time

Beast from the East!



UK median disposable income per household was 
£28,400 in 2018: 27.4million households

It has been rising at 2.2% pa since 2013



The distribution of post tax real income for UK



Contrary to popular belief real disposable income
has grown steadily  2013-2017

But growth in 2017-18 stalled



On average 10.5% of household incomes spent on food

The poorest 20% spend 14% 

This % has been constant since 2007

It means spending on food increases by
2% a year in real terms

Closer to 4% in nominal terms

This has fallen by
5 percentage points since 2007

Source : GovUK



Retail sales growth suggests rising velocity of money



In the last quarter of 2018 the British spent 4.4 Bn more than they earned



The third indicator is the relative exchange rate

A 10% devaluation increases CPI inflation by circa 2%
within a year

50% of our food is imported, 30% from the EU



Vote



The fourth indicator is the price of oil
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Over the next 7 years 14m workers will retire, 7 million will join ( ex. net migrant workers)

The Demographic Time Bomb



The pensions budget is £156 bn, 21% of Govt spend
It has increased by 29% since 2010 when triple lock began





The dominant constraint on UK growth is labour supply

AI and automation is the solution





All the indicators point to a sharp slowdown and possibly a recession
in the next 18 months

But how severe will it be?

It depends on perceived house prices



Conclusions

Brexit is a process not an event
If a withdrawal deal goes through Parliament 

it begins a two to three year process(with probably 
an extension another two years)

The cash mountain will be released into the flow of spending 
and there will be a mini boom in services

Or if the UK decides to stay in the EU

Manufacturing will have a mini recession 
as stocks are reduced



The money supply data tells us no interest rate increase
for 12 months at least

A deal or stay will boost sterling to $1.38 Euro 1.20

Inflation will remain around 2%

Uk house prices will grow on average 2%

Wage growth will be 3%

Real GDP +1.5%



No deal = recession due to supply chain disruption
cash conservation, and customs paperwork

BUT

with a time lag the Brits will invest, innovate and 
automate any process which can be automated.
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You cannot control the Economy 

BUT

You can control your business

POSITIONING: be absolutely clear who you want as a customer 

DISTINCTIVE: be clearly different from others for your chosen customers

COMPELLING: make sure your behaviours deliver a positive
and memorable experience 


